Educational Resources

COVID-19 Curriculum & Instruction

Open

COVID-19 Communications from the State

estrella_Jema@lacoe.edu.

For information, changes or updates, contact: Jema Estrella, (562) 577-4603 or collaboration with the LA County Emergency Operations Center.

Student Meal Distribution Dashboard

For questions regarding the use of USDA Foods during a disaster, email Additionally, there are waiver for non-congregate meal service can now use their USDA Foods to serve meals during COVID-19.

Use of USDA Foods during COVID-19:

Nutrition/Meal Service

For information and registration –

The Coalition for Adequate School Housing will offer a free webinar on how to handle construction-related challenges facing schools during this uncertain time.

For more information, please email curriculum coordinator Tonya Moore at moore_tonya@lacoe.edu.

School districts may want to move cautiously with this option given the many sensitive topics discussed.

access for a free, one-time option for three months. The curriculum companies are offering to move online versions for CHYA implementation during the COVID-19 crisis.

Cardea Services and Rights, Respect, Responsibility by Advocates for Youth) are all working on possible

The three most common curricula options (Teen Talk by Health Connected, Positive Prevention Plus by

Previously, the ACLU has said this can't be done online if we are following the law. Keep in mind, the law knowledge and skills, whether it is online with direct instruction, or a hybrid model for this current COVID-

be done in accordance with the law that requires students be provided with opportunities to acquire content areas and school is being taught virtually, we need to continue teaching CHYA content. This must

chosen curriculum.

instruction from someone who has the background content knowledge and who has been trained on the

CA Healthy Youth Act:

Physical Education minutes:

On April 1, both the University of California and California State University systems released information

Assessment & Accountability

Governor's Office of Emergency Services as outlined in Management Bulletin 02-401 Use of

Disaster relief organizations may designate CNPs as feeding sites or request that CNPs provide

donated cannot be claimed as a food loss. Additional USDA guidance can be found

links:

On April 2 at 11:00am

FoodDistribution@cde.ca.gov

Jonelle Williams-Pagan

(213) 204-2022

jwilliams-pagan@strength.org

SHARE:

Join Our Email List

LACOE has been in ongoing discussions with LA County

to Support Districts' Payroll and Financial Operations -

Public Health Update

Public Health guidance on how providers are to implement social distancing procedures within a

facilities as sites for essential workers. This does NOT include the use of staff as all Head Start

To date, identified 4,000 slots for childcare throughout the county; 300,000 diapers to be

Public Health has stated that school immunization requirements still need to be

followed for school enrollment, advancement to 7th grade and followup of conditional admissions.

Immunizations are considered an essential medical service.

public health nurses to conduct a telebriefing for school nurses. At this time, school nurses can review supplies stocked

anticipated that schools will reopen, Public Health will provide health office guidelines, as well as

Public Health regarding health office guidelines for when schools eventually reopen. When it is

conducted the completed risk assessment, a risk level will be assigned to each school. This risk level

If CNP Operators or LEAs have excess or perishable USDA Food inventory that they are unable

Decide where the food will be housed. If the food is housed off-site, both the food storage

The decision was made with student and staff safety

our state's top leaders.

campuses remain physically closed through the end

people continue to learn and grow.

will continue.